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PÉPÉ SMIT – FRED, THE STUBBORN DEER
3+ picture book
Fred the deer wonders why he lives in a forest. And
what is this nonsense that he doesn’t wear shoes or
has any hands? Fred makes no secret of what he
wants. He will not be drawn and thrown into a story.
He’s far too stubborn for that!
First book by acclaimed
Dutch artist Pépé Smit, her
second picture book, Pluis
has had it, was published Spring 2014, and the second book
about Fred: Fred can’t sleep was published Spring 2015.
ENGLISH, GERMAN AND ITALIAN TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

HERMINE LANDVREUGD & SHAMROCK
KALLE & THE PIG FROM SPACE
KALLE & THE KILLER CACTUS
KALLE & THE JUNGLE GOLD
Kalle is a young boy who one night hears a
strange sound on the balcony of his
bedroom. He takes a look and discovers a small pig. A bit of an evil pig that
claims to come from another planet and commands an army of space pigs
about to attack the Earth! Kalle is determined to save the earth and eventually
succeeds after a roller-coaster of adventures…
In the second book, Kalle is on holiday in Texas and meets an escaped convict
who has been sentenced to 465 years in prison. Kalle believes he’s innocent and
helps him escape to Mexico in a trash container, pulled by a revved up lawn
mower!
The third book pictures Kalle with his mother and sister on holiday in Suriname,
and Kalle meets a dangerous snake and an old friend on an exciting jungle trip,
turning in a bigger adventure than he asked for…

All three books were very well received, especially by boy
readers aged 8 – 10 years and have edgy, cartoon-like
illustration by artist and designer Shamrock.
ENGLISH SAMPLE TRANSLATION AVAILABLE

ROBERT WOLFE – GLITS
8+ fiction
It’s a mystery to the National Security Service. They have
arrested a mysterious creature. No one can communicate with
it, no one knows where it comes from and it doesn’t eat
anything much. Is it human? After consulting scientists NSS
decides to spread the weird sounds of this creature on the
internet. Some teens, including Jay, understand every word it’s
saying. They call the enigmatic figure a glits. Something that
shouldn't be there, but still is…
Robert Wolfe was born in Sydney in 1967
and lived in England and Scotland before
moving to Holland as an eight-year old.
He studied Business and International
Relations, travelled around the world and
worked in London and Poland. Back in
Australia he obtained his private pilot
license and in 1999 he returned to the
Netherlands where he currently works as
a trainer and a coach. Joshua Joshua
Tango was his surprising debut about the
unusual friendship between and insecure
8 year old boy and a turtle.
GERMAN RIGHTS SOLD (GLITS, THIENEMANN)
INDONESIAN RIGHTS SOLD (JOSHUA JOSHUA TANGO, GRAMEDIA
PUSTAKA UTAMA)
ENGLISH SAMPLE TRANSLATIONS AVAILABLE
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